Law school's reputation concerns dean, students

Students and administrators of the Wake Forest Board of Law expressed concern this week about the low results of the North Carolina bar exam.

"This is the second in a series of events to indicate a potential problem," said Temple Hope, president of the Wake Forest Board of Law.

"We are concerned," said Hope, "that the students are not doing as well as they should be."

The results of the bar exam were released this week, and Wake Forest University School of Law students scored among the lowest in the state for the first time.

"There are a number of factors that contribute to low bar scores," said Hope. "One factor is the quality of the instruction. Another is the quality of the students."

"The students are doing their best," said Hope. "But we have to do better."

The bar exam is a required test for all law graduates in North Carolina, and the results are used to determine whether the graduates are eligible to practice law.

"We are working with the faculty to improve our program," said Hope. "We are also looking into the possibility of offering a summer program to help students prepare for the exam."

"I am confident that we will do better next year," said Hope. "We are committed to improving our program."

The low scores are not an isolated incident. A list of courses relevant to bar exam preparation is expected to be published soon, and students are encouraged to review these courses to prepare for the exam.
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Students express concern for search process
In the nation...

Nixon's committee to study the nation's schools of the future was held in the nation's Research Corp. in Washington, D.C. The committee, which includes members of the Senate and House of Representatives, was involved in a dispute over the funding of education programs. The committee is scheduled to meet again in the near future.

In the world...

Three Mile Island reactor cleanup with G.P.U. in Pennsylvania is still questionable procedures for the cleanup. The engineers worry about the safety of the reactor, which is still under construction. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission in Washington, D.C. is responsible for the cleanup. The commission is scheduled to meet again in the near future.

Blackstone Flies to DC

The Blackstone Fly is a new addition to the Old Guard. The Fly is scheduled to meet again in the near future.
Every four years there is turmoil in Washington as a new administration arrives at the White House. Presidents are expected to make pronouncements that will set the course of the country, and their programs and administrations are faced with a large part of the public that is underwhelmed with their counterparts.

Leadership in this way, analyzing mere thoroughly what about some more, and what about some more daring candidates for review. However, they must take into account.

In conclusion, may I explain to the student what he should do to make the transition easier for the student. In the recent past, I was able to make the transition more smoothly. In the next few weeks, I will give some more information to the student. I hope to make it easier to do other things. In the recent one, though not entirely successful, the student was led along by this ambition.

In a country that values Freedom, president, students, faculty, alumni and administration-and even for the incumbent president, students did in fact allow themselves to attempt to campaign for the presidency. Our country has faced many problems and the student has faced some much greater.

Scholar's Corner

The front fouteen of the year, John's family was crushed. But coming from such a background of trial, running and to fulfill his job as president until the very last day, when he was able to do little more than say goodbye to the world and to campaign for his re-election. In the recent one, though even his condition that required him in a coma was described.
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OPINION/EDITORIAL

Martin Luther King, Jr., and modern society

False direction

Once again the apocalyptic characteristics often found in thebubblehead students has surfaced. As I walked through the foyer of
Norfolk Nut, I noticed a group of students pondering theSymfony's Defense��', published by the North Carolina
Education of College Republicans, a piece of paper which was
attaching to the entrance. The students were enthusiasm which was
warm.

I was surprised that the students were actually reading thearticle at the front page titled "What would King do?" I noticed how
many people would have read such a section, but I didn't have
the time to read the entire article.

Now I'm not attempting to point out negative aspects of
Martin Luther King. I'm just showing that there are many people
who would frown upon such behavior and judge it as "sordid" or
"untoward" in a worldwide scale.

Considering the times from King's aforementioned
effect on the social action is a measured value because it has
to be non-powerful. Social action without leadership is a weak
expression of pure energy. Despite the "flawed" thought one
can have of the article, I believe that the people who make
these kinds of comments are truly committing a "moral"
act.

As we are dealing with a government on a worldwide scale,
we must view our actions so as to be able to understand the
true implications of our actions. In the past, when we
rushed for the university, we were dealing with the government
of the Soviet Union. However, in the present day, we are
such a powerful nation that our actions can be seen in the
presence of the government of the Soviet Union.

Perhaps one could argue that there is such a profound power
behind the government of the United States, but rather I'm showing
that they do not grasp the value of the knowledge or consent of the
people. Many people see it as the only government that lasts only one week compared to
the many others in the world. This is the reason why we need to
be aware of the actions of the government.

Once again, it is my hope that we will become a part of the
government and be able to understand the true implications of
our actions. The government is not a mere act of shallow
understanding; it is a serious matter that we need to take
seriously.

As we celebrate the birthday of Martin Luther King, Jr.,
let us remember that we must be aware of the actions of the
government and be able to understand the true implications of
our actions. The government is not a mere act of shallow
understanding; it is a serious matter that we need to take
seriously.

Quinton's Family Restaurant

Specializing in

Home Cooked Meals and Sandwiches

Catering Available by Appt.

Monday & Wednesday 4:30-7:00pm
Buy 1 meal, Get 1 1/2 price
Tuesday & Thursday
Meat & two veg., tea or coffee - $2.50

5:30am-9:30pm
339 Polo Road
725-1674

Short-time & Full-time

Nautilus Elite Fitness Center

"For Girls and Guys"

Is offering a 3 month membership at special reduced prices for all students. Get your body in shape today with a
membership that includes access to all facilities.

- Saunas
- Showers
- Towel and Locker Service
- Pleasant Atmosphere
- Specialized Programs

Super line of Nautilus Equipment
- Whirlpools
- Tanning Booths
- Professional Instruction
- Clean and Neat Facilities
Excitement House

by Jeanette Savell

The Lovette House in Php Road is Wake Forest's new French-Spanish language residence. Although remodeling on the house is not complete, it will be opened for the first time this fall to French, Spanish and Spanish language program students. The house was donated to the university by the residence program's namesake, a former student.

The house has a French kitchen, complete with a French stove, French oven and a French refrigerator. The residence program's head, Mrs. Savell, said that the French language program students will be able to cook French food and that the kitchen will be a great way for them to practice their language skills.

The Spanish section of the house has a Spanish kitchen, complete with a Spanish stove, Spanish oven and a Spanish refrigerator. The residence program's head, Mr. Rodriguez, said that the Spanish language program students will be able to cook Spanish food and that the kitchen will be a great way for them to practice their language skills.

The French-Spanish section of the house has a combined kitchen, complete with a French-Spanish stove, French-Spanish oven and a French-Spanish refrigerator. The residence program's head, Mr. Thompson, said that the combined kitchen will be a great way for the French-Spanish language program students to cook food from both the French and Spanish cultures.

The house is located on the corner of Php Road and College St., and is open for tours by appointment.

**Notice**

Wake Forest University operates a Legal Services Program for students who are seeking help with legal problems. Though the Legal Services Program is an independent advice or representative service, members of the Legal Services Program do not provide legal advice. For an initial thirty-minute interview, students interested in the Legal Services Program should contact the office of the dean of students.
Demon defense brings hope to Western game

By Jim Border

Returning home with their first win of the season, Wake Forest faced Western Carolina in a game at Groves Stadium. Last year the Demon opened the Conference USA season with a game against the Catamounts.

The 1-0 win last weekend was the first for Coach Mike Pratt, who took over for Steve Callahan.

With Wake Forest leading the game 1-0, Western Carolina made a comeback to tie the game 1-1. But the Demon defense held firm and scored the winning goal in the second half.

Wake Forest's defense is gaining confidence as the season progresses. Head coach Mike Pratt said, "The defense has a better attitude towards themselves."

One of the team's most effective offensive weapons has been the partnership of Harry Swansong and Bob Brown. "We have been able to create some good chances in front of goal," said Swansong.

Coach Pratt is pleased with the turnout for the university's first home game.

"The turnout was better than we expected. It was a good start for the season."
DURHAM, N.C.—The Blue Devil defense didn’t return for its home opener versus Coastal Carolina, allowing 698 yards of total offense in a 34-28 loss to the Chanticleers.

"The attendance was much more energy efficient," coach George Welsh said. "That was a very good game." Offensive coordinator Bill Fralic said the Blue Devils moved up to 15th on the NCAA’s passing yardage list with 454 yards. Grayson is also the team’s outstanding game, and the return of defensive cornerback J".

Defensively, the Blue Devils had just 34 total yards. However, they did force Coastal Carolina to punt on six of its 12 possessions.

"The defense is doing its job," Welsh said. "But we have to improve on our special teams." The Blue Devils averaged 45 yards per punt.
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Religious groups

Organizations offer fellowship

Editorial incites discussion

by Bob Hart

Religious organizations offer fellowship, spiritual discussion, and extracurricular activities. The main purpose of the group is to supplement these activities provided by a church membership.

Common in all groups is discussion of the Bible. This is a main characteristic of Intervarsity Christian Fellowship, the largest group. The size of the chapter depends on extracurricular factors, as well as study at meetings, so activities need to vary to meet the needs of the students.

These groups need works to apply the Bible and have groups that are interested in a variety of topics for growth.

Activities are an important part of the organization. The Baptist church plans, for example, theme events every other month, which can be the idea of service work as well as social events.

Other members in a covenant group help, encourage and discipline one another to realize the group's goals. They also have weekly life meetings, for six or seven members which meet weekly, and their type of ministry is best accomplished, they say, by meeting the needs of others.

For the group that meets, the main purpose is to grow in fellowship, to support one another, and to encourage one another to realize the group's goals.

InterVarsity minister Mike Johnson said, "We are a group that meets to grow in fellowship, to support one another, and to encourage one another to realize the group's goals."
Between Piano Store & Flower Shop
Every Tues. & Wed from 6-10
and all day Sunday 2-10
Our Pizzas will be specially priced till Sunday, Sept. 25th

*$3.00 off Large Pizza
*$2.00 off Medium Pizza
*$1.00 off Small Pizza
*all orders with 3 or more toppings

Additional Bonus — Tuesday & Wednesday
All draft beer $1.00 per 1/2 gal. pitcher with pizza order
Quantities limited. This offer expires Sept. 28, 1983